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Foreign Investment in Algeria 

 

 

Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 

�  :س��؟#"! �%�  !/س-,+"رات ا'& 
�، آ"ی2 ی0:ع%� 9 آ,D# 6%اف ت"ع 'A@ر ا!67ی5"ت !?6ن�"وی� ت"ن%=، >6ن�"وی� أ!9 و' ا!67ی5"ت  ا'س-,+"رات ا'& 

�ی0 9 ح2 م"ذا … }IP={…ا!+6ی5"ن و تKLM ا!+6ی5"ن >9 ا!6IJاء، م9 ی5@ن ا!�-6ول ا!+6ی5"ن ی5@ن@. ا'م6ی%5
T+ي و یTی VW7آ Tا!@اح XJ# 6ول-��-@ردو و ن-M0+@ واحT آ"ن ز[\ شVW ن. #% " واحT ی�-?"د م"شY 9%6 م2 ا!

� و آ"ی2 ی90 آ"یD# 2اف م2 ی0 9 م2 ا!67آ"ت #%2 ا!`Dا_6ی2 و ی0 9 I%Mم �ا!-5 @!@&%" ت"[d\ و هab ت5@ن ح"&
� ی0 9 >9 ا!�-6ول، >9 ا!W"ز و #"!Jf@ص یTی6وه" . ا!+6ی5"ن >9 هbا ا!+`"ل هbا ت"ن%=%�ی0 9 آ"ی2 اس-,+"رات ا& 

 آ�%6ة یD& 9 0ا_6ی� ی0 9 تT0 مA' 2@ر أآ�6 ا!67ی5"ت >9 ا!0"!\ س@ن6hاك هab ش6ی5�. مi ش6آ� س@ن6hاك
  . ت"ن%=

   
 

English translation: 

 

S: What about foreign investments? 
A: Foreign investments? There are many French companies or even American 
companies. You would find the American companies in the Sahara. It seems that, 
wherever there is oil, you will find Americans. It would be great if one can benefit not 
just from petroleum, and one should, sort of, give and take. We should import and learn 
their technologies. This will be a great thing. Yes, there are some partnerships between 
the Algerians and America in this area. There are foreign investments in petroleum and 
gas – they especially do it with the company Sonatrach. Sonatrach is a big Algerian 
company, and it is also considered one of the biggest companies in the world.  
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